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Abstract 

Generations of my bloodline settled across Appalachia, down to the swamps of Florida, and out 

past the hollows of Tennessee. During the lockdown of 2020, I researched where my kin has 

been. Looking past the stories that have been passed down and digested, I instead sought the 

stories kept alive in census records and jail files and gravestone decor. 

I wanted their dirt. I gathered soil from their farms and homesteads and mixed each clump with 

porcelain, and pinched each blended wad between my thumb and palm. Sterilizing their dirt with 

heat, I wanted to wipe clean their stolen sustenance through the ceramic process— to petrify 

them in some small way. I craved a retort bigger than my body, one that would stretch out past 

my lifespan and last for millennia. To archive the lot of them in a heap too big to carry, but too 

labored to leave.   

After the frenzy of finding and rolling and pinching dirt from across the country together with 

pure porcelain from Florida, I digested my unearthing by spinning and looping and tugging 

thread into patterns; by holding tension. I attempted to lace it all up— though I know this is just 

the start. Winding and twisting my wrists while I wove, while I untwisted the tales passed down 

as truth. These frail threads— these small gestures— when amassed, have begun to tug at the 

grounded heap of dirt I’ve collected.  
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Part One: 

Open



Chapter 1. Unearth 

Unearth is no longer in the earth and is also no longer considered earth. It has been excavated, 

displaced, or transformed. Previously organic, it is now archival or archived. Like terracotta dug 

from the bank of a river in the panhandle of Florida. Sieved, wedged, made into a bowl and fired; 

it is never returning to earth in the same way again. It is now sitting on the table next to me, 

welcome to hold what I consume. It has been assigned purpose that is in conflict with its past life 

as earth. It can be found in most of what surrounds us— this evidence of transformation.  

To unearth is to pull away layers and reveal what has been hidden. To scoop up what was 

grounded and render it both precariously placed yet newly explorable. In a home, dirt is what has 

been tracked in from the outside (dirt, mud, grass, insects), has grown unexpectedly (mold, 

fungi), what cannot go into the body (spoiled food or drink), or has already left the body (sweat, 

human waste) (Douglas 40). What is unclean or impure is considered dirty (Douglas 7). To 

contend with unearthing is to consider what we are trying to separate ourselves from. Why does 

it repulse us— what is out of place? Is all that we cannot stomach considered dirty?  

Unearth is also within information. In each epiphany, hard-sought discovery, refinement of a 

skill, and secret we learn. Not the beginning or end, but the turn— found in the middle of a 

sentence. Sometimes, this unearth bumps into us so abruptly that we are tipped off our axis. 

Traumatic unearthing, physical or not, has a cling to it. Like walking through clouds of  
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bodysplash in a middle school hallway. We take it home with us, though we didn’t mean to.  

Long after the smell of tart fake raspberry leaves our nostrils, the memory is invincible.  

Long after ancestors are returned to the ground, their grime might still rest on the surface of this 

earth. While it isn’t possible to purify a legacy, can the stains left behind be scrubbed from the 

marks we intend to make in this lifetime? Paying reparations and funneling resources serves to 

redress communities impacted by the history of slavery, settlements, and white supremacy, but 

what if that’s not enough to digest the roots we unearth throughout our lives?  

Maybe one way is to gather the dirt. To unearth soil from the areas inhabited by familial villains. 

To amass what was beneath those who preached, tempered, and enslaved. Who lived beneath 

addiction and abused those around them, who fought and moonshined and cracked their whips. 

To unearth their dirt, gather it up in chunks, and petrify it. This was my reaction after unearthing 

startling truths about my bloodline during the lockdown of 2020— after searching through jail 

records and census data and gravestone decor. It is important to note that this reaction was 

funneled into digesting these truths, and is just the first step in a lifetime of work to be done. I do 

not claim to be marking more than I touch. 
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Image 1: Dirt Sent From Venice 

 

Image 2: Mixing Dirt From Salisbury with Porcelain 
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Chapter 2: Pure 

I come mostly from long lines of ranchers and farmers, planted in the South. Sharecroppers, 

cattle herders, makers, stakers, skinners, and settlers. If a movie was made about any town my 

family has lived in over the past 400 hundred years, my kin would not be in the foreground of the 

frame. There are no accounts of my bloodline defying gender, class, or racial barriers. They are 

not the protagonists that guard the weak or the outcasts. Most were of western European decent, 

under educated, overworked, attempting to live righteous lives by the rules of the time.  

 

Image 3: Family Reunion, Bromley Hollow, TN, 1926 
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These are the lives that Southern Gothic literature circles around. These stories can be found in 

Sharp Objects, The Devil All The Time, Hillbilly Elegy, Lightning Bug, etc. Generations of 

people with few prospects, many vices, an understanding of how brutal the landscape can be, and 

desperation not to slip any further down. The tension between darkness and purity that draws me 

to these stories is the same tension that held my attention through researching my family. 

“God himself ordained that black and white people were unequal and were never to mix in any way. He 
had made this stipulation in order to preserve the unique purity of whiteness….. the world he made 
belongs to us over any other people who might have some claim on it. I understood all this from such an 
early age that I cannot recall when the lesson began. But, I can be relatively certain where the lesson 
began; during church, listening to what was said by adults. Either from the pulpit, or from the yard. 
Mixed in with lessons of obvious virtue. While I learned that I should do unto others as I would have 
them do unto me. While I learned that I should turn the other cheek when harmed or insulted. I absorbed 
the teaching that black people were a race unto themselves. I came to see black as the opposite of white in 
terms of the inequality of people as well as the hue of their skin….. My lessons in racism therefor came to 
me as part of my training in goodness. So tangled was this message that I would take years to make sense 
of it. (Grimsley 96-97).  

Jim Grimsley writes of his experience unlearning the subtleties that seep into childhood in the 

south. Staining my thesis work with tedious labor was an effort to carve out space and time to 

begin untangling what has seeped in from my southern heritage. This thesis was a place for 

questions— both to place them into the work and to ask them of the work. In both the installation 

I created and within this document. Tension, friction, support, precarity, and sullen beauty. A 

tugging up and a putting down; a flux state. It is all in unearth. 
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Chapter 3: Drudged 

Following the words my great uncle Gilbert wrote is confusing and startling. One minute, in his 

book Before The Timber Was Cut, he is a boy herding cattle across the scrubby fields between 

Orlando and Daytona in central Florida during the 1920’s. He is barefoot with his brother Albert, 

tired from skinning raccoon all night, leading his stock through wind storms in pine tree  

forests— all the yellow needles spitting into their skin. He is camping in colder weather than I’ve 

ever felt in the peninsula. Catching alligators, picking bramble berries, and looking for anything 

he can sell. The next minute, his father Drew is beating one of their heifers to death with a rod 

because she could not keep up with the herd (Tucker 15-25). 

There is this tension, paragraph by paragraph, as my great uncle reckons with his father’s 

actions. This flip-switch temper is in tales on both sides of my family, within the crackers and the 

farmers. Researching my family on ancestry.com assigned an additional flavor to the narrative. 

The site is crowd sourced— meaning documents, photos, and clippings of my ancestors were 

uploaded by living people who share a bit of my blood. The majority of images for my family 

members who lived during the 1800’s are of confederate flags or of gravestones bearing southern 

crosses (Tharp/Tucker Tree). There are vicious notes written about family who are ‘too dark’ in 

complexion, who were married off to immigrants. This digging unearthed much more than the 

past— it is tangled with the present visibility of white supremacy. 
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Part Two: 

Handle



Chapter 4: Pinching 

This is a story about making, perhaps more than about what was made. While foraging for a 

tangible activity— a retort to all I had unearthed, I landed on collecting dirt. The amassing of it, 

the searching for it, the process of transforming it— all felt satisfying to my hunger for some 

form of action. After researching the protocol of shipping soil by USPS, I began posting on 

Reddit, an anonymous social media platform (U.S. Ag.). A handful of people agreed to go to 

specific areas during the pandemic, many grateful for something to do, and collect some dirt. 

Over the next six months, packages came from Roanoke, Salisbury, Bedford, Fort Myers, 

Gainesville, Aliquippa, Venice, Augusta, Old Washington, Hanover, Texarkana, Bromley Hollow, 

Wayne, and Florence. From New York to Texas, and down to the Everglades; dirt from land my 

families once worked or lived. Mixing the gathered dirt with porcelain, I pressed them between 

my right thumb and left palm thousands of times, amassing hundreds of pounds of ‘pinches’ no 

bigger than a shortbread cookie. These pinches feel both baked and dried, like a very specific 

family recipe, left out in the sun for decades. Beached, bleached, forgotten, and found. 

  

Laid out over the floor, the repetition of form is both dizzying and soothing; it is singular and 

infinite. Some swaths of pinches are white like peddled sand dollars while others are milky like 

brie cheese. Some could blend with many landscapes - deep ochers, tans, and gingerbread. All 

have a visible marbling of soil and porcelain - none are homogenous in-hand. One of them, from 

Texarkana (the middle point of Texas, Arkansas, and Oklahoma), looks like blueberry- 
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cheesecake swirl ice cream with coral-pink chunks of stone in it. My favorite, from Roanoke, 

NC, is blood red and scraggly, like a toddler’s attempt at mixing red velvet cake and cream 

cheese frosting with sticky fingers. 

 

Image 4: Ceramic Pinches Scattered 
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Image 5: Ceramic Pinch in Hand 

The of pressing this dirt between my palm and thumb, of stamping my thumbprint into it—  

I describe this act as a pinch. Mixing the dirt with a material that is remarkably durable until it is 

dropped onto the ground; porcelain, adds an enduring quality as well as a sense of material 

vulnerability in my thesis installation, unearth. Free from iron, porcelain is bright white after 

firing. Swirling dirt with this material allowed each batch of sourced earth to remain visually 

distinct in the final piece. Each arrangement of the ceramic pinches created a landscape with rich  
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pockets of red, large swaths of subtly changing pale oranges, dark patches from northern regions, 

and varying whites from coastal areas. Porcelain ushered the dirt I collected through the ceramic 

process by binding it— allowing the dirt to become frozen in the form left by my hands. 

Image 6: Ceramic Pinches, top left to bottom right: Fort Myers, Gainesville, Hanover, Venice, 
Texarkana, Salisbury, Augusta, Bromley Hollow, and Aliquippa. 
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Chapter 5: Stringing 

One more thing about this mass of pinches— they sound like glass when you walk across them. 

Not sharp, but not smooth, this scrounged earth of hand-made shells clicks and strains and settles 

like an old foundation under the weight of my body. It’s the sound of panes of glass catching 

gusts of wind rhythmically, eerily. Walking across them with shoes on is wobbly, they slide on 

each other - the best way to make it across is to step slowly with bare feet, gripping toes, arms 

stretched out like you’re hundreds of feet above them; balancing. 

We often fret, as makers, about how a piece ‘lives’— how is it charged by its placement? Is it 

confronting the body? Should it be suspended at eye level, at knee level, ten feet up? Should it be 

split apart and placed on opposite walls? Should a structure be built to carry it, to elevate it? Can 

it live on the ground? Should noise be involved? Charging this work concerned me. 

The ceramic pinches didn’t visually resonate the heft of labor they took to make when scattered 

across the floor. I began making bags out of canvas, mesh, net, and limber fabric to gather them 

in. Afterward, the canvas bags felt governmental or military, the mesh and net were both bodily 

and sexual, and the ceramic pinches transformed into cellulite when encased in stretchy fabric. 

Suspended, the bags I made helped to show physical weight, but none of them charged the 

narrative I was trying to convey. All the labor it takes to digest something that has been 

unearthed— the passage of that time as evidence in a material.  
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Image 7: Canvas Bag           Image 8: Mesh Bag 

Image 9: Strung Bags           Image 10: No Bag 
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Through this process, I felt satisfied by a tension that was created by encasing the ceramic 

pinches in a frail material, and gently lifting that mass with strings tied to the ceiling. I continued 

searching for a material that held the visual currency of tedium and solitude. Something delicate, 

stunning, labored, and historical. A material with a visual tension and a physical friction when 

paired with the ceramics I amassed. 
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   Image 11: Ceramic Pinches Suspended in Hand-Crocheted Lace



Chapter 6: Laboring 

unearth is marked by the time it was made within, and is also a mark of uninterrupted time. It 

holds questions about my blood that I had not yet had the space to address. The materials in this 

work are also a physical marker of the time it was made in. After five months away from kiln 

access during lockdown, I didn’t have the patience to go through more material disappointment 

by continuing the work of fusing metal and porcelain at high temperatures— which I had been 

investigating for over a year. I had lost all patience for losing time.  

I want to obsess over my work, turn it over, make it again, cut it apart, spread it out, see it every 

day, and let it marinate. I want to pour my biggest feelings in it, and see what froths back out. I 

want to explore until I don’t— until it is time to slowly emit.  

After constant iterations, experiments, mind mapping, blurb writing, and the rigorous cycles of 

feedback from so many sources, I craved the breaks between semesters. When lockdown hit, 

there was a sense of relief that I could just work alone. The scale, materials, and process of this 

work hinged on the fact that they could be made from home with just my hands and small tools. 

Dirt, hand-mixed with porcelain in small batches. Simple ceramic forms, easily transportable 

before firing. Lace, nearly all of which was made in my home. Working remotely left time for the 

kind of labor I wanted to ooze back out. I doubt I would have granted myself the depth of labor I 

wanted without lockdown halting my grind.  
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Image 12: Lace Detail, Thesis Exhibition: unearth 
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Chapter 7: Lacing 

Perhaps more than the look of it, I’m drawn to the idea of lace. Taking a strand of frail thread and 

looping and tugging and plucking and burrowing it around itself over and over is appealing in the 

abundance of its labor as well as the progress each gesture brings. After all that see-through 

weaving you’d think it’d be brittle— but it’s bouncy and heavy and limber like Lycra. It stretches 

surprisingly far, able to accommodate much more than adorning the flat surface of an entry table. 

Each lace pattern bounces differently, each pattern has a different visual density, yet all are 

connected through the evidence of process, through color, through scale, and nostalgia. Lace 

provides not only a counter weight to the ceramic forms in this work, it also speaks to family and 

proximity with honesty.  

At once common and decadent— it is a placeholder for time and is also so dated. There is not a 

sadness to sitting alone and working, though I suppose there could be. There is an ease within the 

task. Lacemaking is the kind of home craft ritual that seeps into the rest of your life. Slowly, and 

then all at once, each step is counted as you walk down the sidewalk. Each turn of your body, 

each wrap of a scarf, each step of a stair; unconsciously cataloged. A bout of lacemaking allows 

one to dip so deeply into the task that surfacing becomes laborious in itself.  

Lace holds metaphor for the amount of dense labor that could be done to elevate the status of a 

home’s interior. Pamphlets, booklets, and local designs were purchased and passed during the  
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early days of America, allowing a high status material to become obtainably treatable to educated 

women with the luxury of time. For decades, crocheted lace was seen as too common, too 

obtainable, not as fine as the needle lace or tatting developed in Europe. Through the availability 

of patterns, enough crochet lace was created in homes across America that it was soon 

commonplace (Warnick, Nilsson 8-9). 

I come from a long line of makers; obsessors. My paternal grandmother was both a practical and 

an indulgent maker. Always showing me pieces of hand stitched quilts, crocheted afghans, and 

table lace brought out on special occasions. I remember her delight at how veracious her work 

was. She exhibited the most pride when her terrazzo floors were slick as hell, her bread was just 

about done, and every single item in her fridge was positioned just so. As a kid at her house, I 

was also positioned just so— both coveted and feared, much like her handmade items. The pride 

of what she had created was tied to the control of their proximity to mess.  

Looping and tugging until the smallest muscles in the back of your hands ache, yet the pattern 

beckons forth, this is the process of making lace. Every day for over a hundred days, I wove 18 

miles of thread in making unearth. While learning the craft of lacemaking for this installation, I 

sought out patterns that felt familiar; patterns I had seen in the homes of my family members. 

Squares of each pattern of lace I crocheted are documented in Images 11-18. 
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Image 13: Pineapple Popcorn Lace Pattern    Image 14: Detail, Pineapple Popcorn 

 

Image 15: Pineapple Lace Pattern     Image 16: Aristocrat Lace Pattern 
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Image 17: Navy Vanity Lace Pattern   Image 18: Spangled Stars Lace Pattern 

 

Image 19: Puritan Lace Pattern   Image 20: Detail, Puritan 
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Part Three: 

Tender



Chapter 8: Tension 

The act of making does not happen in a vacuum. Gripping ideas as they float by, flipping them 

over, pushing them into physical form, striving to communicate effectively without using words. 

It is so personal, so vulnerable. The time that work is made within seeps into it— always. I made 

this work during a pandemic, during a social uprising, and while teaching ceramics to students 

who graduated high school on Zoom months before. This work was conceived of my curiosity 

about my bloodline as I marched in Black Lives Matter protests and began to re-educate myself 

over the tensions in this country that are systematically brushed under the rug. My fifth review, 

where I proposed my thesis to my committee, happened six days before the 2020 presidential 

election. It felt like no matter the outcome of the election, a civil war would erupt in this country.  

The loneliness, the agitation, the fearfulness, and the charge of it all— like sour electricity— late 

2020 was the charger plate I hadn’t intended for this work. 

Directly after my review— with the help of my sharp and generous committee, I knew where 

this work was heading. No longer in a cycle of iterations, I was suddenly barreling down a wide 

path. The conversation about visual weight mirroring conceptual weight during my review was 

both satisfying and pressured. The release of it snapped all my tension lines. It all morphed 

together, the conversation and the materials indulged a long standing itch and unravelled me all 

at once. I could smell them, the lines and the boundaries, the dirt I’ve amassed, all gritty on my 

fingertips; clinging.  
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While researching what my kin has done, I released the lines that tied me to living family 

members, one by one. Tired of seeing the vices of ancestors in both real time and in research, and 

fed up by how novel that conundrum seemed. It was double draining, both discovering appalling 

traits and realizing why they all felt familiar, shocking yet unremarkable. The pandemic and 

imminent election didn’t help, but it is worth noting that all of it led to the darkness that is 

unscrubbably in this work; the somber tension. Within a day after that review, I was equally 

drained and exhilarated– knowing exactly how to lace the work up but with few people to tell.  

And just to be clear, the tension lines didn’t leave my body after my review like a rind leaves the 

flesh of an orange; it was not a patient peel. There was no trace of tracing and retracing, no slow 

picking of pith afterward either. They pulled off me in one fell swoop like the time an employee 

at Easy Cutz chopped off a foot of hair with men’s clippers as I was blinking. Both baffling and 

ordinary, like a sneeze that feels good. Without those lines, my focus wandered. It took a while 

for new lines to begin pulling me once more. I wasn’t floating without them. I was even heavier, 

somehow; a couple clicks past feeling grounded. 

I wonder how it feels for tight ropers to walk on the beach. Or to hike up a root-littered  

mountain— to pick through and find a path. To choose where each foot falls without 

prescription. I wonder whether those new rules of movement feel freeing. 
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Image 21: unearth, Front View 

Image 22: unearth, Side View 
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Chapter 9: Harmony 

unearth aims to create harmony within tension. Spanning nearly 30 feet long, 10 feet wide, and 

11 feet high, it is a collection of small gestures locked within material evidence. Ceramic pinches 

from a dozen areas across the country, and lace woven over the span of 100 days.  

I aimed to create movement within this stationary installation. A delicacy and a sense of 

groundedness. A physical diceyness that encourages caution when circling the work. It is my 

hope that this heightened awareness allows for a slackened pace and increased interest, rather 

than politely suggesting the viewer to drift by after a glance. Thin threads tug the lace upward at 

an angle, creating a sense of direction. Though these threads indicate a clear guidance, they leave 

whether the mass of ceramics is being set down or pulled up open to interpretation.  

On the concrete floor of the gallery, the majority of the ceramic pinches are heaped in one mass, 

cradled on all sides by lace. In pockets where the pattern of lace is more open, ceramic pinches 

pushed through and fell to the ground. In other areas, the strain on the lace is evident with its 

misshapen patterns and taught loops. As the lace moves upward, toward the other end of the bay 

it is installed within, as well as toward the ceiling, the lace begins to spread like a river forking, 

over and over. From beneath the grounded heap of ceramics, the lacework rises to eye level on 

the other side of the installation— unearth spans both the length of the space and the height, 

graduating from the ground to the ceiling. 
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Image 23: unearth, Stability / Fragility 

 

Image 24: unearth, Stability / Fragility 
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All of unearth shows the hand in its labor. From the thumbprints on each ceramic pinch, to the 

loops in every inch of lace, both born from a simple gesture. Intrigue is within the amassment, 

and physical friction between materials and form. They cling to each other due to the softness of 

the thread and the scraggly hard edges of the ceramic pinches. They slip through one other, based 

on the patterns they encounter one another within. This harmony within tension holds metaphor 

for kin— both similarities and differences are ever present, and set the terms of each relationship. 

At once web, weaving, and amassment, there is harmony within the tension of both materials and 

placement. Both lacework and ceramics share the burden of support and fragility. Pinned down 

by hundreds of pounds of ceramics, the lacework close to the ground seems eager to unravel by 

the tension tugging the edges of it toward the ceiling. Conversely, the ceramics that dangle in 

pockets of lace at eye level feel precarious, held above the concrete floor by mere friction. This 

mirroring creates harmony, aided by the natural rhythm of squares of lace, stone-like ceramic 

forms, and the directional tugging of thread that emanates from the bone-like lacework buttress. 
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Image 25: unearth, Front Detail 

Image 26: unearth, Side Detail 
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Image 27: unearth, Detail 

Image 28: unearth, Detail 
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Chapter 10: Release 

All concepts— all sensations— have a counterpoint, a mirror. With a dash of salt, the flavor of 

sugar is enriched. So, too, as materials and ideas hold tension in unearth, they also release 

tension. Facing the legacy of my DNA has both held and released tension as the findings weren’t 

satisfying but it was satisfying to find them; to know. The process of making this work bundled 

tension in my body that I feel now, as presently as I feel my tongue against my teeth. The process 

of installing this work was also tense, but let me tell you about the moment I saved for last. 

Until the last afternoon of a ten day install, I had heavy buckets holding tension as I laced 

sections together and ran thread lines up to the ceiling. With this work, it is always so satisfying 

to dump the ceramic pieces out. The sound of dumping them is mesmerizing and halting, like the 

skeins of geese that have been cruising by overhead and honking recently.  

Time doesn't stop when I pour the ceramic pinches all out, because it never really stops. Rather, 

the time it takes to pour them out, whether slowly or in an avalanche, that bit of time unclicks 

from the rest of my trajectory, from my timeline. The unclicked chunk of time that is full of that 

noise and the scattering of hand-made shaggy stones— that piece of time holds a different weight 

than most of the rest. It holds weight differently than flossing teeth, or driving around an orchard, 

or eating dinner with too many family members. It’s just off, somehow heavier and lighter than 

all the weights of other facets in the timeline. Nearly comparable to satisfying studio acts— 
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wheel throwing porcelain all morning, making sheets of paper by hand, or rolling and pressing 

the ceramic pinches for this work in the first place. How luxurious to find a second activity that 

holds a similar satisfaction as their making does, even if both actions happen in secret. Even 

more luxurious that the making took so long and the pouring can be done quickly, over and over, 

whenever I like. Each displacing of the mound of ceramic pinches feels satisfying in itself, 

unclicked from my timeline, disorienting me from all the other chunks in my trajectory that are 

normally in my foreground. 

During this frenzy of pouring in the last hour of installing, I loved splashing them against the 

side of the lace wall and shaking the whole mound back and forth to settle them with purpose— 

using their weight to strain the patterns in the lace. Rattling them against each other mimicked 

the sound of pouring them but at a lower frequency. Shake-sliding a 300 pound mound of 

ceramic pieces by gripping and tugging the lace that cradles it is a specific sort of satisfaction on 

its own. I saved this part until the end partially because it was logical to the installation process, 

and partially because it would satisfy any of the worries that followed me through developing 

this work. Pouring ceramics onto a concrete floor— how decadent a gesture; a novel release. 
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Image 29: unearth, Detail 
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Image 30: unearth, Detail 
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Image 31: unearth, Rear View 
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Image 32: unearth, Rear Detail 
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Epilogue 

A hundred years ago, the unearthed memory of my families would not be shocking to a white 

daughter born in the south. A hundred years from now, I expect my relative ignorance and 

avoidance will be quite a shocking memory for someone down my bloodline, as swaths of 

societies continue to open their eyes wider and wider. 

unearth is planted within many points in time, across centuries. Pressing dirt and porcelain 

together between my hands—sliding thread between my fingers while crocheting lace— these 

acts were employed to absorb facts that were difficult to stomach. Moving forward, unearth will 

be spliced up, reconfigured, and reinstalled in new spaces; replanted. It will take on new 

volumes, heights, and sizes. It will be re-remembered, by me and those who have seen it before. I 

want to obsess over my work, turn it over, make it again, cut it apart, spread it out, see it every 

day, and let it marinate. It is my hope that the work succeeding unearth will expound upon the 

themes that are most potent. Focusing on the act of digesting through making, I’m curious how 

my memories of creating unearth will fuel what is just now starting to brew. 
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